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Abstract. In text mining framework, data-driven indices are used as
importance indices of words and phrases. Although the values of these
indices are inﬂuenced by usages of terms, many conventional emergent
term detection methods did not treat these indices explicitly. In order
to detect research keys in academic researches, we propose a method
based on temporal patterns of technical terms by using several datadriven indices and their temporal clusters. The method consists of an
automatic term extraction method in given documents, three importance
indices from text mining studies, and temporal patterns based on results
of temporal clustering. Then, we assign abstracted sense of the temporal
patterns of the terms based on their linear trends of centroids. Empirical
studies show that the three importance indices are applied to the titles
of four annual conferences about data mining ﬁeld as sets of documents.
After extracting the temporal patterns of automatically extracted terms,
we compared the emergent patterns and one of the keyword of this article
between the four conferences.
Keywords: Text Mining, Trend Detection, TF-IDF, Jaccard’s Matching
Coeﬃcient, Temporal Clustering, Linear Regression
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Introduction

In recent years, the accumulation of document data has been more general,
according to the development of information systems in every ﬁeld such as business, academics, and medicine. The amount of stored data has increased year
by year. Document data includes valuable qualitative information to not only
domain experts in the ﬁelds but also novice users on particular domains. However, detecting adequate important words or/and phrases, which are related to
attractive topics in each ﬁeld, is one of skilful techniques. Hence, the topic to
support the detection has been attracted attentions in data mining and knowledge discovery ﬁelds. As for one solution to realize such detection, emergent term
detection (ETD) methods have been developed [1, 2].
However, because the frequency of the words were used in earlier methods,
detection was diﬃcult as long as each word that became an object did not appear. These methods use particular importance index to measure the statuses

of the words. Although the indices are calculated with the words appearance
in each temporal set of documents, and the values changes according to their
usages, most conventional methods do not consider the usages of the terms and
importance indices separately. This causes diﬃculties in text mining applications, such as limitations on the extensionality of time direction, time consuming
post-processing, and generality expansions. After considering these problems, we
focus on temporal behaviors of importance indices of phrases and their temporal
patterns.
In this paper, we propose an integrated for detecting temporal patterns of
technical terms based on data-driven importance indices by combining automatic
term extraction methods, importance indices of the terms, and trend analysis
methods in Section 2. After implementing this framework as described in Section ??, we performed an experiment to extract temporal patterns of technical
terms. In this experiment, by considering the sets of terms extracted from the
titles of four data mining relating conferences as examples, their temporal patterns based on three data-driven importance indices are presented in Section 3.
With referring to the result, we discuss about the characteristic terms of the
conferences. Finally, in Section 4, we summarize this paper.

2

An Integrated Framework for Detecting Temporal
Patterns of Technical Terms based on Importance
Indices

In this section, we describe a framework for detecting various temporal trends
of technical terms as temporal patterns of each importance index consisting of
the following three components:
1. Technical term extraction in a corpus
2. Importance indices calculation
3. Temporal pattern extraction
There are some conventional methods of extracting technical terms in a corpus on the basis of each particular importance index [2]. Although these methods
calculate each index in order to extract technical terms, information about the
importance of each term is lost by cutting oﬀ the information with a threshold
value. We suggest separating term determination and temporal trend detection
based on importance indices. By separating these phases, we can calculate different types of importance indices in order to obtain a dataset consisting of the
values of these indices for each term. Subsequently, we can apply many types of
temporal analysis methods to the dataset based on statistical analysis, clustering, and machine learning algorithms. An overview of the proposed method is
illustrated in Figure 1.
First, the system determines terms in a given corpus. There are two reasons
why we introduce term extraction methods before calculating importance indices. One is that the cost of building a dictionary for each particular domain

Fig. 1. An overview of the proposed remarkable temporal trend detection method.

is very expensive task. The other is that new concepts need to be detected in a
given temporal corpus. Especially, a new concept is often described in the document for which the character is needed at the right time in using the combination
of existing words.
After determining terms in the given corpus, the system calculates multiple
importance indices of the terms for the documents of each period. Further, in
the proposed method, we can assume the degrees of co-occurrence such as the
χ2 statistics for terms consisting of multiple words to be the importance indices
in our method.
In the proposed method, we suggest treating these indices explicitly as a
temporal dataset. The features of this dataset consist of the values of prepared
indices for each period.
Figure 2 shows an example of the dataset consisting of an importance index
for each year.
Then, the framework provides the choice of some adequate trend extraction
method to the dataset. In order to extract useful temporal patterns, there are
so many conventional methods as surveyed in the literatures [3, 4]. By applying
an adequate time-series analysis method, users can ﬁnd out valuable patterns
by processing the values in rows in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Example of a dataset consisting of an importance index.
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Experiment: Extracting Temporal Patterns of Technical
Terms by Using Temporal Clustering

In this experiment, we show the results temporal patterns by using the implementation of the method described in Section 2 and Section ??. As the input of
temporal documents, we used the annual sets of the titles of the following four
academic conferences1 ; KDD, PKDD, PAKDD, and ICDM.
We determine technical terms by using the term extraction method [6]2 for
each entire set of documents.
Subsequently, the values of tf-idf, Jaccard coeﬃcient, and Odds are calculated
for each term in the annual documents. To the datasets consisting of temporal
values of the importance indices, we extract temporal patterns by using k-means
clustering. Then, we apply the meanings of the clusters based on their linear
trends calculated by the linear regression technique for the timeline.
3.1

Extracting technical terms

We use the titles of the four data mining related conferences as temporal sets of
documents. The description of the sets of the documents is shown in Table 1.
As for the sets of documents, we assume each title of the articles to be one
document. Note that we do not use any stemming technique because we want
to consider the detailed diﬀerences in the terms.
By using the term extraction method with simple stop word detection for
English, we extract technical terms as shown in Table 2. After merging all of
titles of each conference into one set of the documents, these terms were extracted
for each set of the titles.
3.2

Extracting temporal patterns by using k-means clustering

In order to extract temporal patterns of each importance index, we used k-means
clustering. We set up the numbers of one percent of the terms as the maximum
1
2

These titles are the part of the collection by DBLP [5].
The implementation of this term extraction method is distributed in http://gensen.
dl.itc.u-tokyo.ac.jp/termextract.html (in Japanese).

Table 1. Description of the numbers of the titles.
.
KDD

PKDD

PAKDD

ICDM

# of titles # of words # of titles # of words # of titles # of words # of titles # of words

1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
TOTAL

40
56
74
65
68
93
94
110
140
108
133
113
139
131
134
1,498

349
466
615
535
572
727
826
942
1,190
842
1,084
868
1,068
1,065
1,126
12,275

43
56
82
86
45
43
44
64
76
67
67
110
783

350
484
686
730
388
349
340
504
626
497
537
832
6,323

51
72
52
63
62
60
83
101
128
196
136
1,004

412
628
423
528
515
520
698
882
1,159
1,863
1,224
8,852

109
121
127
105
150
317
213
264
1,406

908
1,036
1,073
840
1,161
2,793
1,779
2,225
11,815

Table 2. Description of the numbers of the extracted terms.
.

KDD PKDD PAKDD ICDM
# of extracted terms 3,232 1,653
2,203 3,033

number of clusters k for each dataset. Then, the system obtained the clusters
with minimizing the sum of squared error within clusters. By iterating less than
500 times, the system obtains the clusters by using Euclidian distance between
instances consisting of the values3 of the same index.
Table 3 shows the result of the SSE of k-means clustering. As shown in this
table, the SSE values of Jaccard coeﬃcient are higher than the other two indices:
tf-idf and odds. Since we were not selected the terms with two or more words,
the values of Jaccard coeﬃcient of the terms with just one word, which are 0 or
1, are not suitable to make clusters.
3.3

Details of a temporal pattern of the technical terms

As shown in Table@4, there are several kind of clusters based on the averaged
linear trends. The centroid terms mean the terms that are the nearest location
to the centroids. Then, by using the averaged degree and the averaged intercept
of each term, we attempt to determine the following three trends:
3

The system also normalized the values for each year.

Table 3. The sum of squared errors of the clustering for the technical terms in the
titles of the four conferences.
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• the averaged degree is positive, and the intercept is also positive.
– Emergent
• the averaged degree is positive, and the intercept is negative.
– Subsiding
• the averaged degree is negative, and the intercept is positive.
Since the terms assigned as the centroid have the highest FLR score in each
pattern, the term is frequently used in the cluster by comparing to the other
terms. As for the centroids of the degree and the intercept, they are the same as
the average of each cluster, because the calculation of the centroid is assumed
as the least-square method.
The emergent temporal patterns of the tf-idf index are visualized in Figure 3.
According to the meanings based on the linear trend, the patterns #5,#6, and
#8 of KDD have the emergent patterns. The emergent patterns that are #4 for
PKDD, #1, #2, and #4 for PAKDD, and #4 for ICDM are also visualized.
Although these conferences share some emergent and subsiding terms based
on the temporal patterns, characteristic terms can be also determined. The centroids of terms assigned as the emergent patterns4 express the research topics
that have attract the attentions of researchers.
The emergent terms in KDD, they are related to web data and graphs. As
for PKDD, the phrases ‘feature selection’ determine as emergent phrases only
for this conference. The mining techniques that are related to items and text are
also determined in PAKDD and ICDM. These terms indicate some characteristics of these conferences, relating to people who have been contributed for each
conference.
By comparing these patterns of the indices, we can understand not only the
remarkable terms but also similarity and dissimilarity of the conferences.
4

The emergent terms are emphasized in Table 4.

Table 4. Whole of the temporal patterns as the k-means clustering centroids on the
three data-driven indices.
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Visualizing the trend of a key word of this article in the
diﬀerent conferences

Figure 4 shows the trend of ‘text mining’, which is included in the titles of
the diﬀerent four conferences, by using the tf-idf values. Their tf-idf values are
increased in around 2000 and 2007 respectively. The later peak is not observed
in the titles of PKDD. The trend shows that the technical topics related to this
term are diﬀerent in each peak. Since a novel technique itself is attractive in the
earlier period, the technique tends to apply other topics by using the technique
in the later periods. The trend of ‘text mining’ also shows that the technique
was paid attentions in the earlier period, and the technique was applied to the
other objects such as stream data.

Fig. 3. The emergent temporal patterns of tf-idf through the four conferences.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a framework to detect temporal patterns of the usages
of technical terms appeared as the temporal behaviors of the importance indices.
We implemented the framework with the automatic term extraction, the three
importance indices, and temporal pattern detection by using k-means clustering.
The empirical results show that the temporal patterns of the importance
indices can detect the trends of each term, according to their values for each
annual set of the titles of the four academic conferences. Regarding the results,
we detected not only the emergent temporal patterns in the conferences, but
also the diﬀerence of the research topics between the conferences by comparing
the temporal patterns and their representative terms. By focusing on the trend
of one keyword of this article, ‘text mining’, we show the trend of this technical
topic and the diﬀerence of the trends in the diﬀerent conferences.
In the future, we will apply other term extraction methods, importance indices, and trend detection method. As for importance indices, we are planning
to apply evaluation metrics of information retrieval studies, probability of occurrence of the terms, and statistics values of the terms. To extract the temporal
patterns, we will introduce temporal pattern recognition methods [7], which can
consider time diﬀerences between sequences with the same meaning. Then, we
will apply this framework to other documents from various domains.

Fig. 4. The tf-idf values of ‘text mining’ in the titles of the four conferences.
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